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 1 Introduction and summary

 1.1 Motivation and relationship to the literature

 In a homogeneous environment, progressive taxation has long been known to cut
 income differentials and therefore to imply a reduction of inequality l. Precisely,
 Jakobsson [18] has shown that a non-decreasing average tax rate is a necessary
 and sufficient condition for after tax incomes to be judged as no less unequally
 distributed than before tax incomes according to the relative Lorenz criterion. This
 implies in particular that any relative Lorenz consistent index cannot display an
 increase in inequality when tax-units are subjected to a progressive - in the above
 sense - tax-schedule. Analogous results can be obtained by substituting alternative
 Lorenz criteria for the standard relative Lorenz quasi-ordering provided that one
 adapts in a suitable manner the definition of a progressive tax-schedule. For instance,

 it can be shown that a non-decreasing tax-liability - the minimal progressivity notion

 introduced by Fei [15] - is a necessary and sufficient condition for after tax incomes
 to be no less unequally distributed than before tax ones according to the absolute
 Lorenz criterion (see e.g. Moyes [28]). It follows that a minimally progressive
 tax-schedule will be considered as inequality non-increasing by any supporter of

 Kolm's [21] position with respect to inequality measurement. Less extreme views
 along the lines of Bossert and Pfingsten [7] would yield results in the same vein by
 adapting the notion of progressivity in an appropriate way.

 So far the literature has mainly concentrated on the way the distribution of indi

 vidual incomes are affected by the tax-system. However it is typically assumed in
 the economic literature that what matters is not really the individual's consumption
 but rather the utility that the consumer derives from her consumption. According
 to welfarism, the distributions of agents' utilities constitute the only relevant infor

 mation when comparing alternative situations or social states. Typically, a situation
 will be judged socially preferable to another situation if the distribution of utilities
 it generates is considered as being better than the distribution of utilities resulting
 from the latter situation according to some ordering defined on the utility space.
 In other words, the ranking of social states is uniquely determined by the ranking
 of the associated utility distributions. It is therefore tempting to base the analysis
 of the redistributive effect of alternative tax proposals on the comparisons of the
 corresponding after tax utility profiles.

 1.2 The theoretical approach developed in the paper

 The question immediately arises of what is the proper criterion to be used for
 making meaningful comparisons of utility distributions. A longstanding tradition
 initiated by the work of Kolm [20] and Atkinson [3] recommends to make dis
 tributive judgements on the basis of Lorenz consistent measures emphasizing the

 1 The situation is far less clearcut in the heterogeneous case, where households differ in other respects

 than income, for instance, family size and composition (see e.g. Moyes and Shorrocks [34], Ebert and
 Moyes [12]).

All use subject to http://about.jstor.org/terms
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 normative properties of the Lorenz quasi-ordering. The appealing property of the
 Lorenz quasi-ordering in this framework is that it records a social welfare im
 provement when utility is transferred from a better-off individual to a less well-off

 individual and the positions of individuals in terms of well-being are not affected
 by such a transformation. Though it is conceivable to apply the standard Lorenz
 inequality criteria for evaluating alternative utility profiles, the generalization in
 troduced by Shorrocks [38] might seem more appropriate as it incorporates some
 concern for efficiency in addition to equity considerations and therefore allows to
 pass judgements when the sum of utilities are different. An interesting implication
 of basing judgements on the comparisons of the so-called generalised Lorenz curves
 of the utility profiles is that any conclusive verdict translates to any social welfare
 functional which incorporates equity and efficiency considerations such as the Util
 itarian, Ralwsian or Leximin ones. Suppose we are interested in the implications of
 a modification of the tax-system that shifts the burden of the tax from low income
 earners to high income earners in such a way that the tax-revenue is not affected.
 Formally, the distribution of tax-liabilities is made more unequal in the sense that
 the former distribution of taxes can be obtained from the latter by means of a finite

 sequence of progressive transfers. Then it can be shown that such a tax reform will

 improve the distribution of individual utilities according to the generalised Lorenz
 criterion - and thus by any equity and efficiency oriented social welfare functional
 - provided that the common individual utility function be concave2. Clearly, the
 practical implications of this result are limited since the usual notion of progres
 sivity is distinct from the general equalizing shift we have considered above 3. In
 addition, this result tells nothing about the welfare incidence of a tax reform that
 implies an increase in the tax-liability of every income-unit since the generalised

 Lorenz criterion has the property that efficiency always overcomes equity.
 More fundamentally, the approach based on the Lorenz criterion is not immune

 to criticism. Indeed, whereas most of the literature on inequality and welfare mea
 surement imposes the principle of transfers, one may however raise doubts about
 the ability of such a condition to capture the very idea of inequality in general.
 Though a progressive transfer unambiguously reduces inequality between the in
 dividuals involved in the transfer, it is far from being obvious that everyone would
 agree on the fact that inequality on the whole has declined as a result. The fact that
 progressive transfers are not universally approved has been confirmed by recent
 experimental studies (see e.g. Amiel and Cowell [2], Ballano and Ruiz-Castillo
 [6], Harrison and Seidl [16]).

 It seems that attitudes such as envy and deprivation are important components
 of individual judgements that have to be taken into account as far as distributive
 justice is concerned. In addition, there is some evidence that the social status of an
 individual - approximated by her position on the social hierarchy - plays an im
 portant role in the determination of her well-being (see e.g. Weiss and Fershtman

 2 In Appendix A we provide a sketch of the proof of this claim, which is a direct consequence of results

 on the preservation and/or conversion of the Lorenz type quasi-orderings by means of individualistic
 and symmetric transformations (see e.g. Moyes [29], Moyes and Shorrocks [33]).

 3 Actually, it could be shown that an increase in progressivity consistent with a fixed tax-revenue
 cannot be welfare improving according to the generalised Lorenz criterion.
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 [41]). The notion of individual deprivation originating in the work of Runciman
 [36] precisely accommodates these views making the individual's assessment of
 a given social state depend on her situation compared with the situations of in
 dividuals more favourably treated than her. The deprivation profile, which indi
 cates the level of deprivation felt by each individual, constitutes therefore the basis
 of social judgement. Drawing upon previous work by Yitzhaki [39,40], Hey and
 Lambert [17], Kakwani [19], Chakravarty, Chattopadhyay and Majumder [9], and
 Chakravarty [8], one can propose two deprivation quasi-orderings depending on
 the way individual deprivation is defined. Individual deprivation in a given state
 formally ressembles the aggregate poverty gap where the poverty line is set equal
 to the individual's income4. So stated, one may conceive of absolute individual de
 privation, which is simply the sum of the gaps between the individual's income and
 the incomes of all individuals richer than her, and relative deprivation, where the
 income gaps are deflated by the individual's income. Then the deprivation quasi
 orderings are based on the comparisons of the individual deprivation curves and
 social deprivation unambiguously decreases as the individual deprivation curve is

 moving downwards.
 Following a suggestion by Hey and Lambert [17], we apply these two depri

 vation quasi-orderings to the utility deprivation profiles rather than to the income
 deprivation profiles since the distribution of utility or well-being is ultimately what

 matters in the welfarist framework. The problem is that utilities - and therefore
 their distributions across individuals - cannot be observed so that it is impossible to
 decide whether one situation is worse than another in terms of utility deprivation.
 On the contrary, the distributions of income among individuals are known perfectly
 and we can use this information in order to deduce the ranking of the correspond
 ing utility distributions on the basis of deprivation. To do this, one has to place
 appropriate restrictions on the individual's utility function and we seek to identify
 what these are. More precisely we investigate the class of utility functions which
 have the property that, whatever the member of the class one selects, progressive
 taxation implies or is equivalent to a reduction of deprivation in society. Intuitively,

 the classes of utility functions will depend on the choice of the concept of progres
 sivity as well as the concept of deprivation. Our analysis is related to Chakravarty
 and Mukherjee [10] who established that a constant relative risk aversion utility
 function is sufficient to guarantee that a progressive tax-schedule - in the sense of
 a non-decreasing average tax rate - implies less absolute deprivation in terms of
 utilities. In this paper, we strenghen and extend Chakravarty and Mukherjee's [10]
 result focusing on basic principles. For instance, the analysis is framed into taxation
 programmes rather than tax-functions and we provide results involving equivalence
 rather than just implications. It appears that this more demanding structure actually
 does not restrict further the class of utility functions so that the class of constant risk

 aversion utility functions still emerges even in this more demanding framework.

 4 Most scholars take for granted that individual deprivation is simply the sum - possibly normalized
 in a suitable way - of the income gaps between the individual's income and the incomes of all individuals

 richer than her. An axiomatic characterization of the absolute deprivation profile is provided by Ebert

 and Moyes [13]
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 The results extend easily to the case where one considers tax-schedules rather just
 taxation programmes.

 1.3 Organization of the paper

 We introduce in Section 2 our basic framework and the criteria we will use later

 on in order to assess the redistributive impact of taxation. After having defined
 our two deprivation quasi-orderings, we present the differential quasi-orderings
 which are closely related to the concepts of progressivity used in the literature.
 Technical results linking these two different families are presented then. Section 3
 contains our main results identifying the classes of utility functions such that the
 progressivity of the taxation programme implies - or is equivalent to - a reduction
 of social deprivation if and only if one measures individual welfare before and after
 tax using a member of this class. In Section 4 we hint at the results one arrives
 at when relative deprivation is substituted for absolute deprivation and provide a
 catalogue of results depending on the concepts of progressivity and deprivation one
 chooses. We also indicate how our results generalise to the case where the analysis
 is framed in terms of tax-schedules. Finally Section 5 concludes the paper hinting
 at some directions for further research. Appendix A contains a formal presentation
 of some arguments concerning the welfare implications of less equally distributed
 taxes we discussed above, while Appendix B contains the proofs of our results.

 2 Notation and preliminary definitions and results

 2.1 The basic framework

 We consider a fixed population or society S : = {1,2,... ,n} consisting of n
 homogeneous households (n > 3) and we assume that incomes are drawn from a
 nondegenerate real interval D : = (v, -f-oo). It may be helpful to regard D as the set
 of positive reals R++, but in general the income range will depend on the context and
 incomes will not be necessarily positive. A typical income distribution is a vector

 x : = (x\,..., xn), where Xi e D is the income of individual i, and we denote the
 arithmetic mean of distribution x by /x(x)5. To simplify the presentation we will as
 sume without loss of generality that incomes are non-decreasingly arranged so that
 x\ < x2 < < xn and we will denote the set of income distributions by y(D).
 So far a social state is assimilated with an income distribution that may be viewed as

 the result of some institutional arrangement such as the Walrasian mechanism, for
 instance. Because by definition individuals are identical in all respects other than
 income, we assume the same utility function U for all individuals. One may con
 veniently think of U as a social norm expressing the way society or some impartial
 observer values the welfare achieved by every individual depending on the income

 she receives. We let U(D) : = {U : D -> R | U is continuous and increasing}

 5 Given a subset A ? Em (ra > 2) and two vectors u : = (u\,..., um), v : = (vi,...,vm)
 A, we write u > v to mean that ui > i>?, for all i = 1,2,..., ra.
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 represent the class of admissible utility functions. Given a distribution x G y(D)
 and a utility function U G U(?>), we denote by C/(x) : = (U (xi),..., U (xn))
 the corresponding distribution of utilities or shortly imputation. It follows from the

 definitions above that U (x\) < U (x2) < < U (xn). Given a utility function
 U e U(D) and a subset A C y(D), we let U(A) : = {u : = (uu ..., un) G
 Rn | 3x G A : w? = ?/(xj),V?gS} represent the set of feasible imputations.
 According to welfarism (see e.g. Sen [37]), distribution x G y(D) will be socially
 preferred to distribution y G y(D) if the imputation v : = U(x) is ranked above
 the imputation u : = ?7(y) according to some ordering defined on the utility space.

 More precisely, one defines an ordering R? on y(D) starting from an ordering R*
 on Rn so that:

 Vx,y ey(D) :x/Pyifandonlyiftf(x)?*tf(y). (2.1)

 The utility functions are defined up to an increasing transformation </> which pre
 serves the ranking of distributions on the utility space i.e.,

 U(x)R*U(y)ifan?onlyif(f>(U(x)) ?*0 ([%)), VxjG^), (2.2)

 where (f)(U(x)) : = ((f)(U(x\)),... ,(f)(U(xn))). Clearly, the transformation (?>
 will depend on the ordering R* one defines on the utility space.

 2.2 The normative criteria used in the paper

 Because the quasi-orderings we introduce below will be applied indistinctly to in
 come distributions and/or utility distributions, it is convenient to frame the presenta

 tion in terms of comparisons of situations, a broader term that may be interpretated

 in both ways. It is a longstanding tradition in normative analysis to appeal to Lorenz
 consistent measures when comparing alternative situations. However the approach
 based on the Lorenz criterion is not immune to criticism. Indeed, although most
 of the literature on inequality and welfare measurement imposes the principle of
 transfers, one may however raise doubts about the ability of such a condition to
 capture the very idea of inequality in general. The fact that progressive transfers are

 not necessarily universally approved is confirmed by recent experimental studies
 (see e.g. Amiel and Cowell [2], Ballano and Ruiz-Castillo [6], Harrison and Seidl
 [16]). In this paper, we will refer to two families of less debatable criteria: the
 deprivation quasi-orderings and the differentials quasi-orderings.

 The Lorenz quasi-ordering does not seem to be compatible with attitudes such
 as envy and resentment which, according to experimental studies, seem to be im
 portant components of individual judgements. The notion of individual deprivation
 originating in the work of Runciman [36] accommodates these views, making the
 individual's assessment of a given social state depend on her situation compared
 to the situations of individuals more favourably treated than her. Drawing upon
 previous work by Hey and Lambert [17], Kakwani [19], Chakravarty, Chattopad
 hyay and Majumder [9], and Chakravarty [8], one can propose two deprivation
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 quasi-orderings depending on the way individual deprivation is defined. Given the
 situation u : = (u\,..., un) e Rn where U\ < u2 < < un, we let

 1 n
 ADP(k;u):=-Y,(^-^k), (2.3) nj=k

 measure the absolute deprivation of individual k e S. This is consistent with the
 view that the degree of deprivation is the intensity with which it is felt by the individ

 ual (see Runciman [35, p. 10]). By definition, the most well-off individual is never

 deprived and ADP(n\ u) = 0, for all u G Rn. The absolute deprivation profile in
 situation u G Rn is then given by ADP(u) : = (ADP(1; u),..., ADP(n - 1;
 u)). Following Chakravarty, Chattopadhyay and Majumder [9], and Chakravarty
 [8], given two situations u, v e Rn, we will say that there is no more absolute
 deprivation in situation u than in situation v , which we write u >adp v, if and
 only if

 ADP (k; u) < ADP (fc; v), V k = 1,2,..., n - 1. (2.4)
 Instead of focusing on absolute utility differences, one may rather conceive depri
 vation as arising from relative losses and let

 -<*u):-i?;(a^) j?k

 measure the relative deprivation of individual k e S in situation u G M++6.
 We let RDP (u) : = (RDP (1; u),..., RDP (n - 1; u)) represent the relative
 deprivation profile in situation uEM|+ and we will say that there is no more
 relative deprivation in situation u than in situation v , which we write u >rdp v,
 if and only if

 RDP (fc; u) < RDP (fc; v), V k = 1,2,..., n - 1. (2.6)

 The absolute and relative deprivation quasi-orderings remain invariant under in
 creasing affine and increasing linear transformations of utilities respectively. When
 one assimilates a situation with a distribution of individual utilities, our depriva
 tion quasi-orderings on the utility space are analogous to Meyer [27]'s stochastic
 dominance with respect to a function. In order to relate Meyer's stochastic domi
 nance criteria to inequality, the income relative and absolute Lorenz curves need
 to be replaced by the utility relative and absolute Lorenz curves respectively (see
 Lambert and Hey [17]). Analogously, in order to look at the welfare implications
 of utility based deprivation, we have to use the utility deprivation curve rather than
 the income deprivation curve. In order to show that these two deprivation quasi
 orderings are logically independent, consider population S = {1,2,3,4} and the
 situations defined in the table below where u < v < w < t, 0 < A < (t ? w)/2,
 (t - w)/(t -w- 2 A) < A, and 2Aw/(t -w) <j. The presence of a "1" means

 6 This concept of individual relative deprivation is at variance with the definition of Kakwani [ 19] (see

 also Chakravarty, Chattopadhyay and Majumder [9], and Chakravarty [8]), where individual deprivation
 is assimilated with the aggregate income share shortfall.
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 Table 1. Independence of the absolute and relative deprivation quasi-orderings

 "<ADPV U<RDPV

 v := (u,v,w,t);uW := (u,v,w A-A,t - A) 1 1
 v := (u, v, w, t); u<2) := (Aw, Xv, X(w + A), \(t -A)) 0 1

 v := (u,v,w,t); u^ := (u ? 7, v ? 7, (tu + A), 7, (t ? A) ? 7) 1 0
 v := (it, v, w, t); u<4) := (u, v, w + A, t - A) 0 0

 that "there is no more deprivation in situation u than in situation v" and that of a

 "0" means that "situations u and v are not comparable according to the deprivation
 quasi-ordering".

 Though the deprivation quasi-orderings defined above are to a certain extent
 more acceptable than the Lorenz criteria, they may still come into conflict with
 very basic notions of inequality reduction. For instance, there is unambiguously
 less deprivation - both in relative and absolute terms - in situation u^ than in

 situation v, and clearly inequality decreases for any pair of individuals {1,4},
 {2,4}, {3,4}. However it is equally true that inequality increases as far as pairs
 {1,3} and {2,3} are concerned, so that the net effet on overall inequality of the
 progressive transfer needed in order to obtain u^1) from v is ambiguous.

 The quasi-orderings we consider next are more demanding as they require that
 all pairwise inequalities be less in situation u than in situation v for the former
 situation to be declared as less unequal than the latter. We say that situation u
 dominates situation v in absolute differentials, which we write u >ad v, if and
 only if

 Ui - Vi > Ui+i - Vt+i, V i = 1,2,. ..,n- 1. (2.7)

 This simply means that the differences between any two individual utilities taken
 in increasing order are less in situation u than in situation v. Similarly, we will
 say that situation u dominates situation v in relative differentials, which we write
 u >?o v, if and only if

 Ui/vi > Ui+i/vi+i, V i = 1,2,..., n - 1. (2.8)

 Thus it is the ratio of any two utilities arranged in increasing order that must be
 less in situation u than in situation v. The absolute and relative differentials quasi
 orderings are invariant with respect to respectively increasing affine and increasing
 linear transformations of utilities. These two quasi-orderings, first introduced by

 Marshall et al. [26] in the fields of majorization, may be considered as suitable
 inequality criteria (see also Moyes [30,31] and Preston [35])7, The following result

 will be useful later on:

 7 Though there exists at present no theoretical basis for the differentials quasi-orderings comparable
 to what has been achieved in the case of the Lorenz quasi-orderings, there are however some partial
 results. For instance, it can be shown that there exists no utility function such that social welfare always

 increases as a result of an improvement as measured by the absolute or relative differentials quasi
 ordering according to the utilitarian rule.
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 Lemma 2.1. The two following statements are true but not their converse unless
 n = 2.

 (a) For all u, v G Rn: u >ad v implies u >adp v.
 (b) For all u, v G R++: u >rd v implies u >rdp v.

 2.3 Income taxation and progressivity

 For the sake of generality, it is convenient to avoid any reference to a tax-schedule
 and frame the analysis in terms of comparisons of alternative systems of individual
 taxes. Formally, our framework is borrowed from Fei [ 15] who introduced the notion

 of a taxation programme i.e., an ordered pair (x; y), where y : = (y\,..., yn)
 and x : = (x\,... ,xn) are respectively the pre-tax and post-tax distributions.
 In the particular case where the post-tax distribution is derived from the pre-tax

 distribution by means of a net income-schedule /, we will have x? = / (y?), for
 all i e S. More generally, one may think of x as resulting from y by means of a
 complex system involving commodities taxes in addition to direct taxes and transfer
 payments. To fix the ideas, it is convenient to assume that taxes are imposed in order
 to raise some revenue B > 0 so that the post-tax distribution x verifies: (i) x\ <

 x2 < - < xn and (ii) Y^=i \Vi ~ Xj\ ~ & In what follows, we are interested in
 ranking taxation programmes (x? ; y ) and (x* ; y ) which will be done by comparing
 the post-tax distributions x? and x* on the basis of the utility distributions they
 generate. This means in particular that no attention will be attached to the taxation
 process which implies that the pre-tax distribution we start from will play no role
 in the subsequent analysis, something which is clearly debatable 8. We will assume
 that the post-tax distributions we are comparing are derived from the same pre-tax

 distribution and for convenience, for any y G y(D), we will write
 n

 Z(y):={x.:=(Xl,...,xn) y(D) | ?(*, - Vi) < 0} (2.9)
 ? = 1

 for the set of post-tax distributions that can be generated starting from y. Since by

 definition y G -Z(y), our subsequent results can be equally interpretated in terms
 of comparisons of alternative post-tax distributions arising from the same pre-tax
 distribution or in terms of comparisons of pre-tax and post-tax distributions.

 There are typically two competing notions of schedule-progressivity in the liter
 ature (see Lambert [22, Chap. 6] for an extensive review of the different measures
 of progression). Minimal progressivity in the sense of Fei [15] requires that the
 tax-liability be non-decreasing with income, while the standard concept of pro
 gressivity insists that it is the average tax rate that must be non-decreasing with
 income. There is a close connection between these two concepts of progressivity
 and the differentials quasi-orderings we introduced above which is best exemplified

 8 To the best of our knowledge there is surprisingly no work concerned with the comparison of
 taxation programmes (x?;y?) and (x*;y*), where the pre-tax situations of the tax-units possibly
 differ. This might be of particular relevance for comparisons of progressivity in empirical work, where
 the available data consist only of the pre-tax and post-tax distributions.
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 when one considers taxation programmes. Indeed, given the taxation programme
 (y;x), we can interpret the difference y i ? x?, which may be positive or nega
 tive as the tax-liability of individual ? G S. By analogy with the definitions of
 schedule-progressivity, we will say that (y; x) is minimally progressive if yi ? Xi is
 non-decreasing in ? which is equivalent to the requirement that x >ad y Similarly,
 the programme (y; x) will be said to be average rate progressive if (yi ? Xi)/yi is
 non-decreasing in ?, or equivalently x >rd y. Because we are in fine interested in
 the comparison of alternative post-tax distributions originating from the same pre
 tax distribution, we will assimilate a more progressive taxation programme with

 more equally distributed after tax distributions according to the differentials quasi
 orderings. Consequently, we will say that the taxation programme (y; x*) is more
 minimally progressive than the taxation programme (y;x?) if x* >ad x?. Simi
 larly, the taxation programme (y; x*) will said to be more average rate progressive
 than the taxation programme (y; x?) if x* >rd x?.

 3 The absolute redistributive effect of progressive taxation
 in the individual welfare space

 Here we are interested in the implications of progressivity on the distribution of
 after tax utilities. More precisely we would like to know to what extent a more
 progressive taxation programme is sufficient and/or necessary for reducing absolute
 social deprivation in terms of well-being. We will examine successively the concepts
 of minimal progressivity and average rate progressivity which we assimilate with
 absolute and relative differentials dominance respectively. Precisely we investigate
 the class of utility functions which have the property that, whatever be the member

 of the class one selects, progressive taxation implies or is equivalent to a reduction
 of absolute deprivation in the society. Intuitively, the classes of utility functions
 will depend on both the chosen concepts of progressivity and deprivation. Given
 the key role played by the differentials quasi-orderings, we also examine the way
 increased progression affects after tax utility differentials.

 It may be worthwhile to summarize the main findings of the current section.
 The first result establishes that more minimally progressive taxation programmes is

 equivalent to welfare improvement in the sense of the absolute differentials quasi
 ordering if and only if the utility function is affine. Then we come out with an
 impossibility result, which demonstrates that there exists no utility function for

 which equivalence between absolute deprivation quasi-ordering of the utility pro
 files and absolute differentials quasi-ordering of the post-tax distribution holds. A
 natural relative counterpart to the first result shows that for a one-to-one correspon

 dence between more average rate progressive taxation programmes and welfare
 improvements in the sense of absolute differentials quasi-ordering to hold, it is
 necessary and sufficient that the utility function be logarithmic. Finally, as a rela
 tive counterpart to the second result it emerges that there exists no utility function
 that can make a decrease in social absolute deprivation equivalent to more equally
 distributed post-tax incomes according to the relative differentials quasi-ordering.
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 3.1 Absolute progressive taxation and absolute deprivation in well-being

 Does a more minimally progressive taxation programme always lead to an improve
 ment in the distribution of after tax well-being according to our absolute deprivation

 quasi-ordering? It is interesting to consider successively (i) the case where the tax
 reform affects in the same way all tax-liabilities - all tax-units experience an in
 crease [decrease] in after tax income - and (ii) the informationally less demanding
 case where nothing is known about the way tax-liabilities are affected. As it will
 become clear below, these informational assumptions have important consequences
 for underlying utility functions.

 The result below identifies the class of utility functions that guarantees that
 a more minimally progressive taxation programme - equivalently, more equally
 distributed after tax incomes according to the absolute differentials quasi-ordering
 - always implies a reduction in absolute deprivation in terms of well-being taking
 into account the fact that all tax-liabilities increase or decrease.

 Proposition 3.1.1. Let y G y(D) be an arbitrary before tax distribution, U G
 U(D) be a utility function, and K = AD, ADP. Then, the following statements
 are equivalent:

 (a) For all x?, x* G Z(y): x* >AD x? andx* > [ < ] x? implies U (x*) >K
 f/(x?).

 (b) U(y + A) ? U(y)is non-increasing [non-decreasing] in y,for all A > 0 and
 all y eD.

 The concavity [convexity] of the utility function is needed for smaller [larger] and
 more minimally progressive taxes to imply a reduction in absolute social depriva
 tion. It is interesting to note that the result is not affected if one substitutes the abso

 lute differentials quasi-ordering for the absolute deprivation quasi-ordering when
 assessing the impact of taxation on the distribution of after tax utilities. Therefore,

 so far as one is concerned with the implications of minimal progressivity on the
 distribution of well-being, it becomes immaterial whether one focuses on utility
 deprivation or on utility differentials. As we will see in a while, this is no longer
 true when one argues the other way round and looks for the possibility to improve
 the distribution of after tax welfare by substituting more progressive taxes for less

 progressive ones.
 Now we turn to the more general case where the increase in progression does

 not necessarily go with a uniform increase or decrease in tax-liabilities. As the next
 proposition shows, the only class of utility functions which guarantees a reduction in
 after tax utility deprivation is the class of affine utility functions. In order to simplify

 the proof of the next proposition we find convenient to introduce a technical result.

 Lemma 3.1.1 (Aczel [1, Theorem 1, p. 142]). Let (j) : D ? D be continuous and
 increasing. Then, the only solution to the functional equation

 (?)(u + A)- (?(u) = </>(v + A)- (j)(v), V u,v e D (u < v), V A > 0 (3.1)

 is <f)(y) :=a + ?y(?> 0), for all y G D.
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 We are now in a position to state the announced result, according to which only
 affine utility functions guarantee that more minimally progressive taxes reduce
 absolute social deprivation and absolute utility differentials.

 Proposition 3.1.2. Let y G y(D) be an arbitrary before tax distribution, U G
 U(D) be a utility function, and K = AD, ADP. Then, the following statements
 are equivalent:

 (a) For all x?, x* G Z(y): x* >AD x? implies U (x*) >K U (x?).
 (b) U(y) : = aA-?y(?> 0), for all y G D.

 So far we have concentrated on the implications of substituting a more minimally
 progressive taxation programme for a less progressive one on the distribution of
 well-being in the society. We have shown that under suitable restrictions on the
 utility function absolute deprivation is always reduced as a result of more equally
 distributed - according to the absolute differentials quasi-ordering - after tax in
 comes.

 A related but different question would be to know if it would have been possible
 to improve upon the existing distribution of after tax utilities by substituting a more
 minimally progressive vector of taxes for the current one. Actually, we have the
 following result, the proof of which is omitted as it is similar to the proof of
 Proposition 3.1.2 above.

 Proposition 3.1.3. Let y e y(D) be an arbitrary before tax distribution, U G
 U(jD) be a utility function, and K ? AD, ADP. Then, the following statements
 are equivalent:

 (a) For all u?, u* G U (Z(y)): u* >AD u? implies U~l (u*) >K U'1 (u?).
 (b) U~l(u) : = aA-bu(aeR,b> 0), for all ueR.

 Thus an affine utility function guarantees that any reduction in absolute utility
 differentials can be implemented by modifying the taxation system in such a way
 that after tax incomes become more evenly distributed according to the absolute
 deprivation quasi-ordering or the absolute differentials quasi-ordering. However, it
 is important to note that the above result does not tell that less deprivation in social
 welfare can be achieved by such a tax reform.

 Combining Propositions 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, we deduce immediately that only affine
 utility functions guarantee a one-to-one correspondance between more minimally
 progressive taxation programmes and welfare improvements as measured by the
 absolute differentials quasi-ordering.

 Theorem 3.1.1. Let y G y(D) be an arbitrary before tax distribution and U G
 U(D) be a utility function. Then, the following statements are equivalent:

 (a) For all x?, x* G Z(y): x* >AD x? if and only if U (x*) >ad U (x?).
 (b) U(y) : = a + ?y(?> 0), for all y G D.

 Theorem 3.1.1 does not tell anything about the possibility of reducing absolute
 deprivation in well-being by a modification of the tax-system when the utility
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 function is affine. Actually, Proposition 3.1.3 above raises some doubts about such
 a possibility as it demonstrates that affine utility functions are already necessary
 to transform the absolute differentials quasi-ordering of the utility profiles into the
 absolute differentials quasi-ordering of post-tax distributions. Because it is more
 demanding to require dominance in terms of absolute differentials than in terms of
 absolute deprivation, one may intuitively expect that the set of utility functions that

 guarantee the equivalence between the absolute differentials quasi-ordering of post
 tax distributions and the absolute deprivation quasi-ordering of the utility profiles

 will be a subset of the class of affine utility functions. The next result makes this
 intuition clear indicating that the class of such utility functions is empty. Precisely:

 Theorem 3.1.2. Let y G y(D) be an arbitrary before tax distribution and consider
 the class U(D) of utility functions. Then, there is noli G U(D) such that:

 V x?, x* G Z(y) : x* >AD x? if and only ifU (x*) >adp U (x?) . (3.2)

 Remark 3.1. In the proof of Theorem 3.1.2, we implicitly dispensed with the
 restriction that x* > x?, which is legitimate since we did not impose this further
 condition when we stated Theorem 3.1.2. One might be interested to know if the
 introduction of such a restriction modifies our result. Actually it is a straightforward

 exercise to adapt the argument in order to deal with such a case. Let u > v,
 ? > (v ? u)/2, and choose the profiles u? : = (u,...,u,u,v) and u* : = (u +
 I,... ,u + ?, (u + v)/2 + ?, (u + v)/2 + ?). By definition u* > u?,u* >ADP u?
 but, since U is increasing so is its inverse U~l, and we obtain

 u-1 (<_2) -1/-1 (<-2) < u-1 ?_o -1/-1 ?_!). (3.3)
 Choosing next u? : = (u,..., u, u, v) and u* : = (u - ?,..., u ? ?, (u + v)/2 ?
 ?, (u + v)/2 ? ?), we have u* < u? and u* >adp u?, hence condition (3.3) holds
 again. Therefore we conclude that -? \U~l (u*) >ad U"1 (u?)] .

 Whereas a more minimally progressive taxation programme reduces absolute social
 deprivation under certain conditions relative to the utility function, the converse
 does not hold as one cannot find a utility function U G U(D) such that a reduction
 in social absolute deprivation can be achieved through an increase in minimal
 progression.

 3.2 Relative progressive taxation and absolute deprivation in well-being

 Though minimal progressivity is an intuitively appealing notion, it is fair to admit
 that the literature on income taxation has mainly focused on the alternative notion
 of average rate progressivity. In our particular framework where we are interested
 in the distributional incidence of taxation programmes with the same pre-tax dis

 tribution and non-negative tax-revenue, neither concept of progressivity appears to
 be stronger than the other one 9.

 9 Actually one notion of progressivity can be shown to imply the other in particular situations. Given a

 pre-tax distribution y G y(D), consider two after tax distributions x?, x* Z{y) such that x* > x?,
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 We first investigate the class of utility functions that guarantee that a more av
 erage rate progressive taxation programme - equivalently, more equally distributed
 after tax incomes according to the relative differentials quasi-ordering - always
 results in a reduction in absolute social deprivation taking into account the fact that
 tax-liabilities increase or decrease uniformly.

 Proposition 3.2.1. Let y G y(D) (D ? R++) be an arbitrary before tax distri
 bution, U e V(D) be a utility function, and K = AD, ADP. Then, the following
 statements are equivalent:

 (a) For all x?, x* G Z(y): x* >RD x? and x* > [ < ] x? implies U (x*) >K
 ?/(x?).

 (b) U(Xy) ? U(y) is non-increasing [non-decreasing] in y, for all ? > 1 and all
 yeD.

 Condition (b) in Proposition 3.2.1 is a particular case of the concept of (/-#)
 concavity introduced by Avriel [5] which encompasses a number of well-known
 properties 10. Usual concavity is obtained when f = g = I and condition (b) above
 follows from letting / = In and g ? I, where / represents the identity function
 defined by I(y) : = y, for all y G R. When the utility function is differentiable,
 condition (b) can be shown to be equivalent to

 U'(y)y is non-increasing in y, V y G D, (3.4)

 which means that U is concave in the logarithm of income (see Moyes [32] for more
 details on (/-#)-concavity and an application to minimal equal sacrifice taxation).
 In words, this says that the absolute gain in utility caused by a proportional increase
 in income is non-increasing with income, whatever be the factor of proportionality.

 Therefore (ln-J)-concavity - or shortly concavity in the logarithms - is the condition

 to be imposed on the social norm if we want that smaller and more average rate
 progressive taxes imply a reduction in absolute social deprivation. As it was the
 case for Proposition 3.1.1, we insist on the fact that this result is not affected if one
 substitutes the absolute differentials quasi-ordering for the absolute deprivation
 quasi-ordering when evaluating the distributional impact of taxation on after tax
 utilities.

 We consider next the case where the increase in average rate progression is not
 necessarily accompanied by a uniform increase or decrease in tax-liabilities. As it
 can be anticipated from former results, the fact that we impose no condition other
 than an increase in average rate progression will narrow down the set of utility
 functions. In order to simplify the proof of the next proposition we find convenient
 to introduce the following technical result.

 for alH = 1, 2,..., n. Then, it can be easily checked that (i) x* >ad x? whenever x* >rd x?,
 and(ii)x? >rd x* whenever x? >ad x*.

 10 Given two continuous and increasing functions /, g : R ? R, we will say that <$> : D ? R -> R
 is (f-g)-concave if 0 o /"^((l - X)f(u) + Xf(v)) > g'1 ((1 - X)g o <p(u) + Xg o 0(v)), for all
 u,v e D and all ? [0,1]. One would similarly define (f-g)-convexity by reversing the inequality sign
 in the previous condition. A function which is (f-g)-concave and (/-p)-convex is said to be (f-g)-affine.
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 Lemma 3.2.1 (Aczel [1, Theorem 4, p. 144]). Let D ? R++ and <?> : D -* D be
 continuous and increasing. Then, the only solution to the functional equation

 (f)(\u) - (?)(u) = (j)(\v) - (?)(v), V u, v e D (u < v), V A > 1 (3.5)

 is <j)(y) : = a + ?\ny (? > 0), for all y G D.

 We are now in a position to state the announced result according to which only affine
 in the logarithms utility functions guarantee that more average rate progressive taxes

 reduce absolute social deprivation and absolute utility differentials.

 Proposition 3.2.2. Let y G y(D) (D ? R++) be an arbitrary before tax distri
 bution, U e V(D) be a utility function, and K = AD, ADP. Then, the following
 statements are equivalent:

 (a) For all x?, x* G Z(y): x* >RD x? implies U (x*) >K U (x?).
 (b) U(y) : = a + ?lny (? > 0), for all y G D.

 The preceeding results have concentrated on the implications of substituting a
 more average rate progressive taxation programme for a less progressive one on
 the distribution of well-being in the society. We have shown that under suitable
 restrictions on the utility function, absolute deprivation always decreases when
 the distribution of after tax incomes is becoming more equal in the sense that all
 pairwise relative income differentials are made smaller.

 An important question from a practical point of view would be to know if it is
 possible to improve upon the current distribution of after tax utilities by substituting

 a more average rate progressive vector of taxes for the existing one. The lemma
 below will be needed for establishing our next result:

 Lemma 3.2.2 (Aczel [1, Theorem 2, p. 143]). Let D C R++ andcj) : D -^ D be
 continuous and increasing. Then, the only solution to the functional equation

 ^+^ss^+^tWUiV?D{u<v)tyfA>0 (3.6) <j>(u) (f)(v)
 is (f)(y) : = jexp(?y) (7, ? > 0),for all y G D.

 The following proposition indicates that it is possible to reduce the absolute differ
 entials in utilities by increasing average rate progression provided that the inverse
 of the utility function is (J-exp)-affine, or equivalently, the utility function function

 is affine in the logarithms.

 Proposition 3.2.3. Let y G y(D) (D ? R++) be an arbitrary before tax distri
 bution, U e V(D) be a utility function, and K = RD, RDP. Then, the following
 statements are equivalent:

 (a) For all u?, u* G U (Z(y)): u* >AD u? implies U~l (u*) >K U~Y (u?).
 (b) U~l(u) : = jexp(?u) (7, ? > 0), for all ueR.

 Thus an affine in the logarithms utility function guarantees that any reduction in
 absolute utility differentials can be implemented by modifying the taxation system
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 in such a way that after tax incomes become more evenly distributed according to
 the relative deprivation quasi-ordering or the relative differentials quasi-ordering.

 However, it not clear whether less deprivation in social welfare can be achieved by
 such a modification of the tax structure.

 Before investigating this issue, we deduce immediately from Propositions 3.2.2
 and 3.2.4 that affine in the logarithms utility functions guarantee the existence
 of a one-to-one correspondance between more average rate progressive taxation
 programmes and welfare improvements as measured by the absolute differentials
 quasi-ordering.

 Theorem 3.2.1. Let y G y(D) (D ? R++) be an arbitrary before tax distribution
 andU eU(D) be a utility function. Then, the following statements are equivalent:

 (a) For all x?, x* G Z(y): x* >RD x? if and only if U (x*) >ad U (x?).
 (b) U(y): = a + ?lny (? > 0), for all y G D.

 Theorem 3.2.1 does not tell anything about the possibility of reducing absolute
 deprivation in well-being by a modification of the tax-system under affine in the
 logarithms utility functions. Theorem 3.2.2, which can be readily anticipated from
 Proposition 3.2.4, makes clear that it is not always possible to reduce social de
 privation by means of an increase in average rate progression. The proof of this
 result, which exploits the fact that the utility function is increasing, is omitted as it

 parallels the proof of Theorem 3.1.2.

 Theorem 3.2.2. Let y G y(D) (D ? R++) be an arbitrary before tax distribution
 and consider the class V(D) of utility functions. Then, there is noU G U(jD) such
 that:

 Vx?,x* eZ(y) : x* >RDx?ifandonlyifU(x*) >adpU(x?). (3.7)

 Formally, the above result shows that it is not possible to establish an equivalence
 between an increase in average rate progression - equivalently, more equally dis
 tributed after tax incomes according to the relative differentials quasi-ordering -
 and a decrease in social absolute deprivation. From Proposition 3.2.2 we know that
 an increase in average rate progression always yields a reduction of deprivation.
 Now, Theorem 3.2.2 makes clear that increasing average rate progression is not the
 only means for improving the distribution of well-being according to our absolute
 deprivation quasi-ordering. To some extent, this result goes against Chakravarty
 and Mukherjee's [10] claim according to which dominance in terms of social abso
 lute deprivation and increased average rate progression do coincide when the utility
 function is affine in the logarithms. One may conceivably object that our argument
 does not apply because our analysis is not framed in terms of net income-schedules
 as it is done in the above mentioned paper. However the distinction is immaterial
 as we will demonstrate in a while.
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 4 Extensions and discussion of related results in the literature

 4.1 The relative redistributive effect of progressive taxation
 in the individual welfare space

 In the preceeding section we have examined the implications of substituting a more
 progressive taxation programme for a less progressive one on absolute social de
 privation. We have identified two classes of utility functions - conditional upon the
 chosen progressivity concept - which guarantee that, whatever be the member of the

 class selected, the absolute deprivation profile moves downwards as progressivity
 increases. One might rather conceive individual deprivation as a relative notion and
 can therefore restrict attention to the relative deprivation quasi-ordering defined by
 (2.6). The question that naturally arises here is: what is the class of utility functions
 that will guarantee a reduction in relative social deprivation as taxes become more
 progressive? Actually all the preceeding results extend easily if (i) we restrict atten

 tion to the subset U(Z))++, which consists of all utility functions U G V(D) such
 that U(y) > 0, for all y G D, and (ii) we substitute the logarithmic transformation
 of the utility functions for the utility functions we obtained. Because the proofs of
 all the results are mutatis mutandis the same, we do not repeat the arguments and
 summarize the findings by means of Table 2, which indicates the conditions to be

 met by the social norm for an increase in progression - accompanied or not by a
 uniform decrease in tax-liabilities - to imply a reduction in social deprivation. It is
 interesting to note that we obtain exactly the same classes of utility functions that
 arise in the case of minimal equal sacrifice taxation (see Moyes [32]). This was
 already emphasized by Chakravarty and Mukherjee [10] in the particular case of
 average rate progression and absolute social deprivation.

 Table 2. Progression and social deprivation

 Tax progression  Social deprivation

 U(x*) >ADPU(x?)  U(x*) > RDPU(x?)

 x* > ADx? and x* > x?

 x* > ADx?

 x* > RDx? and x* > x?

 x* > RDx?

 (/-/)-concavity

 U'{y)iy
 (J-I)-affine

 U(y) =a + ?y{? > 0)

 (J-ln)-concavity

 U'(y)/U(y)ly
 (7-ln)-affine

 (ln-J)-concavity

 U'(y)yiy
 (ln-i)-affine

 U(y) = a + ?\ny{? > 0)

 /ln-ln)-concavity

 U'(y)v/U(y)iy

 (ln-ln)-affine

 U(y) = exp(a + ?y)(? > 0) U(y) = ?y?(?, n > 0)
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 4.2 Social deprivation and the progressivity of the tax-schedule

 As we already insisted in the Introduction, our analysis was partially motivated by
 former results by Chakravarty and Mukherjee [10] derived in a slightly different
 context. Indeed, these authors framed their analysis of the distributional impact of
 progressive taxation on well-being in terms of net income-schedules rather than in
 terms of taxation programmes as it is done in this paper. Because, the introduction

 of a function actually places more structure on the problem to be analysed, one
 may wonder whether our results hold in their framework. This is in particular
 crucial for Theorems 3.1.2 and 3.2.2 since we got an impossibility, which apparently
 contradicts a claim by Chakravarty and Mukherjee [10].

 To make things precise, we consider the natural equivalent of Proposition 3.2.1
 when the analysis is framed in terms of tax-schedules rather than taxation pro
 grammes. However, before presenting the analogue to Proposition 3.2.1, we need
 to introduce a further piece of notation. Given D ? R++, we let T(D) : = {/ :

 D ?y D | / is continuous and non-decreasing} represent the set of net income
 schedules. Given two net income-schedules f?, /* G F(D), we will say that /* is
 more average rate progressive than f?, which we write f? >arp /*, if

 , , x is non-increasing in y, V y G D. (4.1) f?(y)

 We will also write /*>[<] f? to mean that f*(y)>[<] f?(y), for all y G D
 11. Finally, given the net income-schedule / G T(D) and the pre-tax distribution

 y G y(D), we let /(y) := (f (Vl),... ,f (yn)) represent the resulting post-tax
 distribution. Then the analogue to Proposition 3.2.1, when net income-schedules
 are involved, becomes:

 Proposition 4.1. Let D ? R++ be an arbitrary interval, U G U(D) be a utility
 function, and K = AD, ADP. Then, the following statements are equivalent:

 (a) Forallf?,r G HD) : /* >arp F and f* > f? => [Vy G y(D) :
 E/(/*(y)) >k U(f?(y))].

 (b) U(Xy) ? U(y) is non-increasing [non-decreasing] in y, for all X > 1 and all
 yeD.

 Arguing as above, one can check that all the results we derived for taxation pro
 grammes actually extend to net income-schedules. However, it is important to stress
 that statement (a) in the adapted propositions has to be rewritten in an appropri
 ate way. In particular, one needs here the "for all f?, /* G T(D)" clause, which
 allows to choose freely the net income-schedules in the necessity part of the rele
 vant proofs. To convince the reader that Theorem 3.2.2 still holds when applied to
 net income-schedule, we have to show that a (ln-J)-affine utility function does not

 guarantee that, for all /?, /* G T(D)\

 [Vy G y(D) : U (/*(y)) >ADP U (/?(y))] =? /* >ARP f?. (4.2)

 11 Actually (4.1) is equivalent to the condition that f*'(y)y/f* (y) < f?'(y)y/f?(y), for ally G D,
 i.e., the elasticity of /* is nowhere greater than the elasticity /* (see e.g. Le Breton et al. [24]).
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 Given D ? R++ and the utility function U(y) : = a + ?\ny (? > 0), we claim
 that it is possible to find two schedules/0,/* G T(D) such that C/(/*(y)) >Adp
 U (f?(y)), for all y G y(D), and /* is not more average rate progressive than
 f?. The idea is to choose /? and /* such that (i) /* < /?, and (ii) /* is more
 minimally progressive than f?. Then, it follows that U (f*(y)) < U (f?(y)) and
 U (f*(y)) >Adp U(f?(y)), for ally G y(D). However, this is perfectly compat
 ible with the fact f*(u)/f?(u) < f*(v)/f?(v), for some u < v (u,v G D)\ take
 for instance f?(y) : = yand/*(y) : = max{i//2,y-l},forally G D := (0,oo).

 5 Summary and concluding remarks

 We have investigated the classes of utility functions which ensure that progressive
 taxation always implies an improvement in the distribution of well-being as mea
 sured by the amount of reduction in deprivation felt in the society. Depending on the

 concepts of progressivity and deprivation the planner chooses, one gets particular
 elements of the general family of (/-p)-concave utility functions. Usual concav
 ity is obtained when progressivity and deprivation are conceived in an absolute

 way. Concavity in the logarithms is the condition needed for a more average rate
 progressive taxation programme to imply less absolute social deprivation. These
 results extend to relative social deprivation by simply considering the logarithmic
 transformations of the above mentioned classes of utility functions. It is not possi
 ble to obtain an equivalence between an increase in progression and a reduction in
 social deprivation. All the results obtained for taxation programmes carry over to
 tax-schedules under minor restrictions.

 Our analysis is concerned with homogeneous populations where the tax-units
 differ only with respect to income. In practical situations however it is possible
 to distinguish households on the basis of differing needs and these are generally
 taken into account by the tax authorities when computing the tax-liabilities of the
 tax-units. The analysis would be enriched - and consequently made more opera
 tional - by incorporating the possibility of differentiating households according to
 a number of characteristics such as family size and composition. There are at least
 two possible avenues by which our results can be generalised to the case of hetero
 geneous individuals or households. The first option is to follow the usual practice
 which consists in converting multidimensional distributions into unidimensional
 distributions for a virtual population of homogeneous units by means of equiva
 lence scales. For instance one may be willing to build on the results by Ebert and

 Moyes [12] on the taxation of heterogeneous households. However, as shown by
 Ebert and Moyes [14], there are problems with the standard equivalence scale tech
 nique which may undermine the significance of the normative conclusions to which
 they give rise. A more attractive possibility is to pursue the approach of Atkinson
 and Bourguignon [4] and work directly with multidimensional criteria. The main
 difficulty here is that there exists at the moment no straightforward generalisation
 of the criteria we used in the paper to a multidimensional setting. A way of sim
 plifying things is to confine ourselves to considering purely redistributive taxes,
 in which case the Atkinson and Bourguignon's [4] dominance criteria are natural
 candidates for measuring distributional progressivity. Investigations along these
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 lines would certainly enrich the analysis of the redistributive effects of taxation in

 a heterogeneous environment and they are left for future research.

 Appendix A. Welfare implications of progressive taxes

 We are interested in the implications of a modification of the tax-system that shifts
 the burden of the tax from low income earners to high income earners in such a way
 that the tax-revenue is not affected. Then it can be shown that such a tax reform will

 improve the distribution of individual utilities according to the generalised Lorenz
 criterion - and thus by any equity and efficiency oriented social welfare functional
 - provided that the common individual utility function be concave. Given two non
 decreasingly arranged vectors u, v G Rn, we will say that u generalised Lorenz
 dominates v, which we write u >gl v, if and only if:

 k k

 X^>^^, Vfc = l,2,...,n (A.l)
 3=1 3=1

 (see Shorrocks [38]). If (A.l) holds with an equality for k = n, we will say that u
 Lorenz dominates v, which we write u >l v. Lorenz dominance is a subrelation of

 generalised Lorenz dominance as the former implies the latter but not the converse.
 Now we have the following result:

 Proposition A.l. Let y G y(D) be an arbitrary before tax distribution and
 U e\J(D) be a utility function. Then, the following statements are equivalent:

 (a) For all x?, x* G Z(y): x* >L x? implies U (x*) >gl U (x?).
 (b) U is concave.

 Proof.
 (a) => (b): Suppose that U is not concave in which case there exists w,t G D(w <
 ?) such that C/((w+t)/2) < (?7(w) + t7(t))/2.0ioosex? := (w,... ,w,w,t) and
 x* : = (w,... ,w, (w + t)/2, (wA-t)/2). Then clearly x* >L x? but ?"=1 U (x*)
 < EILi U (x?)> which imPlies that Not lU (x*) ^gl U (x?)}.
 (b) => (a): It is well-know that x* >L x? is equivalent to the fact fact that x*
 is obtained from x? by means of a finite sequence of progressive transfers (see
 e.g. Dasgupta, Sen and Starrett [11], Marshall and Olkin [25]). Without loss of
 generality, suppose that x* is obtained from x? by a rank-preserving progressive

 transfer so that x* : = (x^,..., x\ A- A,..., x? - A,..., x?n), where 0 < A <
 (x?-x?)/2. Then it can be checked directly (see e.g. Moyes [29]) that the concavity
 of U implies that U (x* ) > gl U (x? ). D

 An interesting implication of Proposition A.l is that the concavity of the utility
 function is sufficient [and necessary] for a Lorenz improving redistribution of taxes
 between individuals to imply a social welfare enhancement according to any equity
 oriented social welfare functional.
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 Appendix B. Proofs of the results

 Lemma 2.1. The two following statements are true but not their converse unless
 n = 2.

 (a) For all u, v G Rn: u >Ad v implies u >Adp v.
 (b) For all u, v G R +: u >rd v implies u >rdp v.

 Proof. Statement (a): Suppose that u >Adp v, which is by definition equivalent
 to

 n n

 ^ (uj-uk)< Y, (vj-vk),Vk = l,2,...,n-l. (B.l)
 i=fc+i i=fc+i

 A sufficient condition for (B.l) to hold is that every term within brackets on the
 left hand side is greater than the corresponding term on the right hand side, which
 upon decomposition is equivalent to

 (uj - Uj-i) H-+ (ufc+i - uk) < (vj - Vj-i) + + (vfc+i - Vk). (B.2)

 Now a sufficient condition for (B.2) to hold is that ui+i ?1?? < vi+i - Vi, for all
 i = j ? 1, j,..., k, which is implied by u >Ad v.

 Statement (b): Suppose that u >rdp v, which upon manipulation, is equivalent
 to
 n n

 ^2 (uj - u>k)luk < ^2 (vj - vk)/vk, V k = 1,2,..., n - 1. (B.3)
 j=k j=k

 A sufficient condition for (B.3) to hold is that

 Uj/uj-i x x Uk+i/uk < Vj/vj-i x x Vk+i/vk. (B.4)

 This is verified as soon as U?+i/u? < Vi+i/vu for all i = j ? 1, j,..., k, which is
 implied by u >rd v.

 To prove that the converse implications are false whenever n > 2, consider the situa

 tions u = (u,..., u, (u + v)/2, (u + v)/2) and v = (u,..., u, u, v) where u < v.
 Then we have u >rdp v and u >Adp v, but -> [u >rd v] and -> [u >Ad v].
 D

 Proposition 3.1.1. Let y G y(D) be an arbitrary before tax distribution, U G
 U(D) be a utility function, and K = AD, ADP. Then, the following statements
 are equivalent:

 (a) For all x?, x* G Z(y): x* >AD x? andx* > [ < ] x? implies U (x*) >K
 tf(x?).

 (b) U(y + A) ? U(y) is non-increasing [non-decreasing] in y,for all A > 0 and
 all y e D.

 Proof. We consider only the situation where every tax-unit pays less taxes in (y ; x* )
 than in (y ; x? ), that is, where x* > x?. The proof in the other case follows similarly.
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 (b) ==> (a): Choose any x?, x* G Z(y) such that x* - x? > x*+1 - x?+1, for all
 i = 1,2,...,n - 1, and x* > a;-, for all ? = 1,2,...,n. Using condition (b) and
 the fact that U is increasing, we have

 U (x?) - tf (a?) = ?/ (x? + (z* - x?)) - U (x?,) > (B.5)

 U (x?i+1+ (x*-x?)) -U (s?+1) >C/ (a?+1+ (x*+1-x?+1)) -[/ (a?+1) =
 U(x*+l)-U(x?i+l), V? = l,2,...,n-1,

 which along with Lemma 2.1 implies that U (x* ) > K U (x? ), for K = AD, ADP.

 (a) => (6): Take any u < v and Z\ > 0, and choose x? = (u, u A- A,..., u A- A)
 and x* = (v,v A- A,... ,v A- A), so that x* > x? and x* >ad x?. If statement
 (a) holds, then in particular U (x*) >ad U (x?), and therefore

 U (u A- A) - U (u) > U (v A- A) - U (v), (B.6)

 which, since this holds true for all u < v and A > 0, implies condition (b). D

 Proposition 3.1.2. Let y G y(D) be an arbitrary before tax distribution, U G
 V(D) be a utility function, and K ? AD, ADP. Then, the following statements
 are equivalent:

 (a) For all x?, x* G Z(y): x* >AD x? implies U (x*) >K U (x?).
 (b) U(y) : = aA- ?y (? > 0), for all y G D.

 Proof.
 (b) => (a): Choose any x?, x* G Z(y) such that x* - x? > x*+1 - x?+1, for all
 ? = 1,2,..., n ? 1. Given any a G R and ? > 0, this implies that

 (a + ^x*)-(a + /?x?)>(a + /?x*+1)-(a + /3x?+1),V? = l,2,...,n-l.
 (B.7)

 Choosing U(y) = a 4- /fy, for all y G D, we finally obtain

 [/ ?) - U (x?) > [/ (x*i+1) - ?/ (a;?+1), V i = 1,2,..., n - 1, (B.8)

 so that condition (a) holds.

 (a) => (6): Take any u < v and A > 0, and choose x? = (u, u A- A,..., u A- A)
 and x* = (v,v A- A,.. .,v A- A),so that x* >ad x?. If statement (a) holds, then
 in particular U (x*) >ad C^ (x?), and therefore

 U (uA- A) - U (u) >U (v A- A) -U (v). (B.9)

 Choosing now x? = (v, v A- A,..., v A- A) and x* = (u, u A- A,..., u A- A), we
 have x* >ad x? and we obtain along a similar reasoning

 U (u A- A) - U (u) < U (v A- A) - U (v). (B.10)
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 Since (B.9) and (B.10) hold for all u < v and A > 0, we can combine them and
 employ Lemma 3.1.1 to get condition (b). D

 Theorem 3.1.2. Let y G y (D) be an arbitrary before tax distribution and consider
 the class U(jD) of utility functions. Then, there isnoU G U(D) such that:

 V x?, x* G Z(y) : x* >AD x? if and only ifU (x*) >ADP U (x?). (3.2)

 Proof. To establish the impossibility, it suffices to show that for any utility function

 U e U(D) the following condition cannot hold:

 \/u?,u*e\J(Z(y)):u*>ADPu0 => U~l (u*) >AD U~l (u?). (B.ll)

 Choose u? : = (u,...,u,u, v) and u* : = (u,...,u,(u + v)/2, (u -f- v)/2), so
 that u* >Adp u?. The corresponding post-tax distributions are given by x? : =

 U~l (u?) and x* : = f/-1 (u*). Since by definition U is increasing so is its inverse
 U~l and it follows that

 U-1 (<_2) - U-1 (<_2) = 0 < U'1 ?_!) - U'1 ?_0 , (B.12)

 which implies that -. [U~l (u*) >AD U~l (u?)]. D

 Proposition 3.2.1. Let y G y(D) (D ? R++) be an arbitrary before tax distri
 bution, U e XJ(D) be a utility function, and K = AD, ADP. Then, the following
 statements are equivalent:

 (a) For all x?,x* G Z(y): x* >RD x? andx* >[<] x? implies U (x*) >K
 [/(x?).

 (b) U(Xy) ? U(y) is non-increasing [non-decreasing] in y, for all X > 1 and all
 yeD.

 Proof. We consider only the situation where every tax-unit pays less taxes in (y ; x* )

 than in (y ; x?) since the proof is similar in either case.

 (b) => (a): Choose any x?,x* G Z(y) such that x\lx\ > x*+1/x?+1, for all
 i = 1,2,..., n ? 1, and x* > x?, for alH = 1,2,..., n. Using condition (b) and
 the fact that U is increasing, we have

 [/(**) - U{x?) = U ((?) x{) - U{x?) > (B.13)

 u ((I) ^) -u {X^] -u (($;) *-) -u fei) =
 U (x?+1) - U (x?i+1), Vi=l,2.n-1,

 which along with Lemma 2.1 implies that U (x* ) > K U (x? ), for K = AD, ADP.
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 (a) => (b): Take any u < v and ? > 1, and choose x? = (u, Xu,..., Xu) and
 x* = (v, Xv,..., Xv), so that x* > x? and x* >Rd x?. If statement (a) holds,
 then in particular U (x*) >ad U (x?), and therefore

 U (Xu) -U(u)>U (Xv) -U(v), (B.14)

 which, since this holds true for all u < v and ? > 1, implies condition (b). D

 Proposition 3.2.2. Let y G y(D) (D ? R++) be an arbitrary before tax distri
 bution, U e U(D) be a utility function, and K = AD, ADP. Then, the following
 statements are equivalent:

 (a) For all x?, x* G Z(y): x* >RD x? implies U (x*) >K U (x?).
 (b) U(y):=aA- ?lny (? > 0), for all y G D.

 Proof.
 (b) => (a): Choose any x?,x* G Z(y) such that x*/x? > x*+1/x?+i, for all
 ? = 1,2,..., n - 1. Given any ?, r? > 0, this implies

 r, (x*)0/V {xlf > 7) {x*i+1)?/V (x?+1)0, V i = 1,2,..., n - 1. (B.15)

 Taking the logarithm of (B.15) and choosing U(y) = a A- ?lny (a = Inrj), for all
 y e D, we finally obtain

 U (x*) - U (x?) > U (x*+1) - U (x?i+1), V i = 1,2,..., n - 1, (B.16)

 so that condition (a) holds.

 (a) ==> (b): Take any u < v and ? > 1, and choose x? = (u, Xu,..., Xu) and
 x* = (v,Xv,... ,A^),sothatx* >Rd x?.If statement (a) holds, then in particular
 U (x*) >ad U (x?), and therefore

 U (Xu) -U(u)>U (Xv) -U(v). (B.17)

 Choosing now x? = (v, Xv,..., Xv) and x* = (u, Xu,..., Xu), we have x* >Rd
 x? and obtain along a similar reasoning

 U (Xu) -U(u)<U (Xv) -U(v), (B.18)

 Now (B.17) and (B.18) hold for all u < v and ? > 1. Therefore, we can combine
 them and employ Lemma 3.2.1 to get condition (b). D

 Proposition 3.2.3. Let y G y(D) (D ? R++) be an arbitrary before tax distri
 bution, U e U(D) be a utility function, and K = RD, RDP. Then, the following
 statements are equivalent:

 (a) For all u?,u* e\J(Z(y)):u* >ad u? implies U~l (u*) >K U'1 (u?).
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 (b) U'^u) : = jexp(?u) (7, ? > 0), for all ueR.

 Proof.
 (b) => (a): Choose any u?, u* G U (Z(y)) such that u* - u? > wj+1 - u?+1,
 for alH = 1,2,..., n ? 1. Given any a G R and ? > 0, this implies that

 (a + ?u*)-(a + ?u?)>(a + ?u*+1)-(a + ?u?+1),Vi = l,2,...,n-h
 (B.19)

 Taking the exponential of (B.19) and choosing {7_1(t?) = 7exp(/?i?) (7 = expa),
 for all u e R++, we finally obtain

 U~l (u*) /U-1 ?) > U~l (<+1) /U-1 (<+1) , V i = 1,2,..., n - 1,
 (B.20)

 so that condition (a) holds.

 (a) => (b): Take any i? < v and zl > 0, and choose u? = (u,u + A,... ,u + A)
 and u* = (v,v + A,...,v + A),so that u* >^? u?. If statement (a) holds, then
 in particular U~l (u*) >rd U~l (u?), and therefore

 U~l (u + A)^-1 (u) > U~l (v + A)/U~l (v). (B.21)

 Choosing now u? = (v, v -f A,..., v + A) and u* = (u, u + A,..., u + Zi), we
 have u* >^?> u? and we obtain along a similar reasoning

 U~l (u + ?A)/?/_1 (u) < f/"1 (v + A)/U~l (v). (B.22)

 Since (B.21) and (B.22) hold for all u < v and A > 0, we can combine them and
 invoke Lemma 3.2.2 to get condition (b). D

 Proposition 4.1. Let D C R++ be an arbitrary interval, U G U(D) be a utility
 function, and K = AD, ADP. Then, the following statements are equivalent:

 (a) Forallf?,f* G HD) f* >arp f? and f* > f? => [Vy y(D) :
 t/(r(y))>Kf/(/?(y))].

 (??) U(Xy) ? U(y) is non-increasing [non-decreasing] in y, for all X > 1 and all
 yeD.

 Proof.
 (b) =$> (a) : The proof is analogous to the proof of sufficiency for Proposition 3.2.1
 letting x* = /*(y) and x? - /?(y).
 (a) => (b): Suppose that U(Xu) ? U(u) < U(Xv) ? U(v), for some u < v and
 some A > 1. Choose y : = (u,...,u,v), f*(y) : = Xy and f?(y) : = y, for all
 yeD. Then we have /* >ArP f? and /* > f?. However, we get

 U (/* (vi)) - U (f? (Vi)) < U (/* (yn)) - U (f? (yn)), V i = 1,2,..., n - 1,
 (B.23)
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 which implies that - [U (/*(y)) >K U (/?(y))].
 The proof in the case where every tax-unit pays more taxes under /* than under
 /?, i.e., /* < /?, is similar and it is therefore omitted. D
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